Prepositions & Conjunctions Worksheet

In the following sentences, label the prepositions (P) and the conjunctions (C).

1. Touring Europe and Asia with my uncle was an experience that I’ll never forget.

2. It seems as if everyone’s favorite Starburst color is either red or pink.

3. Between the mountain ranges and above the valley rose a beautiful rainbow.

4. U2 celebrated their hit “With or Without You” in the 1980s.

5. Caffeine doesn’t affect me, so I can drink coffee before bed.

6. Paul normally takes charge, but his friend from college is taking over this year.

7. Over the mountain and through the woods stood Grandmother’s home.

8. Heather bought a blue computer because she likes blueberries.

9. Neither Mark nor Pam knew about the surprise or about the cover.

10. Daffodils and tulips covered the lawn and brought color to the landscape.